
CONDITI
ONS



PRESENTATION

CREATE FASHION BRAND
A Portuguese textile company producing for fashion forward brands since 1989.

We are a high-quality clothing manufacturer based in Portugal with a completely vertical
process of creation. 

We research fabrics, do fabric cutting, manufacturing, printing/embroidery and packing!

WE PRODUCE

Shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, chinos, denims, jackets and other outwear styles. (We work
with 100% Cotton and Mixtures, light-weight and heavy-weight. We also work with jersey,
jersey/lycra, piquet, fleece, mixtures with lurex as well as woven fabrics. 

WE MANUFACTURE

Products with all types of garment wash and garment dye and work with all types of
printing/embroidery. 

We want to be your factory in Portugal and help you develop the concept behind your
brand.

Get to know us better on our website www.createfashionbrand.com

Lets work together.

We hope to hear from you soon!



F.A.Q
WHAT INFORMATION WE NEED YOU TO PROVIDE AS A COMPANY/BRAND?
You need to provide us with your company name, billing address, delivery address (if different) and your VAT
number (Or similar number if you're outside Europe - Ex: ABN for Australia or EIN for United States).
If your company does not have a VAT number, we are not able to accept your project nor provide a quote. 

HOW FAST CAN YOU DEVELOP SAMPLES/PRODUCTION?
Depending on our production schedule and the model (also if we use the fabrics in stock), we can normally
develop the sample in 4-6 weeks. For production we normally have a delivery time of 8-10 weeks after receiving
the final order and payment confirmation of the exact order. These deadlines are pending confirmation
depending on project complexity.  We make a maximum of 2 samples for new costumers (one per model - 2
models max). If you prefer only a fitting sample, without customizations, we can make it but we won't make a
custom counter-sample in this case. All customizations required that are not ordered on the sample stage will be
applied in production directly without a sample for confirmation at your own risk. 

CAN YOU SUPPLY ANY FABRICS?
Yes, we work in a fully factored basis. 

HOW DO YOU HANDLE SHIPPING?
Our company is not responsible for shippings. We can arrange shippings under our account if you don't have
means to arranje this (to which we will charge you), but we do not take any responsibility for damages, losses,
charges of custom fees that can occur. CFB sells FOB, which means that our responsibility as a manufacturer over
your product ends by the time the product leaves our facilities. 
All productions are shipped in one single drop for an address in the same country as your brand/company is
registered. We do not make dropship.
Shippings costs are provided once the parcel being shipped is packed and we have the information regarding
volume/weight of the shipping. Any issues with shipping must be handled directly between the consignee and
the transport company. 

WHAT ARE YOUR MINIMUM QUANTITIES?
150 per style/color depending on the fabrics applied in each model since each fabric may require minimum to
order. Some specific fabrics are custom-made and can range form 300 pieces per color to 1000 or higher. 

WHERE ARE YOUR FACTORIES LOCATED?
We are located in Barqueiros, 30 minutes from Porto airport. 

ARE YOU AN AGENT OR A FACTORY?
We're actually a group of 3 Factories:
One is an expert in making woven fabrics: jeans, chinos, jackets, shirts, blouses, etc; The second one is a specialist
in knitted fabrics: t-shirts, sweatshirts, hoodie, etc; And the third one is  a specialist in jackets and technical
garments. We develop the prototypes and patterns inside and if necessary the counter-sample. 
The productions are made in our partner factories and are controlled by us. We can produce men and women
knitted (jerseys and fleeces) and woven fabrics.  

WHAT'S YOUR EXPERIENCE SO FAR?
We work with very recognized brands on the market, mainly luxury brands and also clothes of protection that
require several non patentable licenses to produce these special garments. 

CAN YOU SEND US FABRICS TO HELP US CHOOSE A MATERIAL?
We can send fabric swatches if you provide the composition, structure and weight you are looking for. We can
also provide guidance and suggest fabrics that could fit your project/budget. If you are not able to provide the
information, you can send a fabric sample to us so we can source something similar. 



F.A.Q
CAN I SCHEDULE A MEETING/VISIT?
Visits can be scheduled after your project is quoted and approved by CFB upon scheduled availability. The client
process must be open and the visit should be scheduled 30 days in advance minimum. 
Online meetings can be scheduled after the project is quoted and accepted. The meeting should be scheduled at
least 5  working days in advance. 

HOW DO YOU USUALLY OPERATE WITH YOUR CLIENTS
(PROCESS/INFORMATIONS YOU NEED/SOURCING ETC)? 

WHAT IS YOUR PRODUCTION CAPACITY PER DAY?
For Denim jeans and Chinos we produce approximately 350 units per day; For shirts it's 300 units; Jackets it's
250 units; Hoodies it's 400 units and t-shirts it's 500 units. 

ARTICLES THAT WE PRODUCE 

KNIT 

We have a totally vertical process of creation, from the fabric sourcing, fitting, patterns, prototypes,
printing/embroidery to the final production and packing. From you, as a brand, we need either full tech packs for
each model or physical samples for fitting/fabric reference. 

WHAT ARE YOUR CERTIFICATES?
We are GOTS certified, Oeko-tex 100 certified and ISO 9001.  

T-shirts
Henley
Sweatshirts
Hoodie
Pants 
Coats
Polo
Cardigan

WOVEN 
Pants
Chinos
Jeans
Biker Jacket
Suits
Dress
Denim Pants and Jackets
Blazer

HOW WE WORK

PRICES: WE CANNOT PROVIDE PRICES WITHOUT THE INFORMATION
REQUIRED ABOVE. IF YOU DO PROVIDE THE INFORMATION REQUESTED, WE
CAN PROVIDE AN ESTIMATED PRICE PER UNIT. THE FINAL PRICE WILL ONLY
BE PROVIDED AFTER A SAMPLE IS DONE AND THE PRODUCTION QUANTITY IS
CONFIRMED.  

 To create your styles, we need a technical pack with all the measurements, sewing details, fabric
composition and color reference. We do not work with fabrics provided by the costumer. We do not make
CMT projects. All fabrics must be sourced and controlled by CFB. 
 If you are not able to provide full tech packs, we can do it another way:

1.

2.
       - send us a piece of clothing and we can copy the measurements to make your model.
       2.1. If you do not have references of the fabric you want to use, it is important to send a piece of clothing or a
sample of fabric to use as reference, so we can find you a similar fabric. 

This means that we have items already developed and ready for production. You just need to select the fitting,
fabric and customizations you want. These garments are not in stock. They are already developed and ready for
production by order of the costumer. 

These models are more practical because you just need to choose from pre-selected fittings, fabrics and colors and
the MOQ is lower than developing your own models. Our MOQ for this service is 100 units per model and per
color, including 4 sizes. We have a minimum of 15 units per size when you select your quantities per size. 

NOW, WE ALSO HAVE PRIVATE-LABEL ARTICLES!



CONDITIONS

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
SIZING TOLERANCES
SPECIFICATIONS FADE-OUT & GARMENT DYE
ORDER POLICY
FAQ
GDPR
PRIVACY NOTICE 
PRODUCTION ORDER REQUIRED DETAILS

For more information regarding specifications, measurements or tolerances, consult the links bellow: 

For more information regarding CFB´s company conditions please request by email to 
hello@createfashion brand.com

https://createfashionbrand.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/general-specifications-jan23.pdf
https://createfashionbrand.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/sizing-tolerances-jan23.pdf
https://createfashionbrand.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/fade-out-garment-dye-specifications-jan23.pdf
https://createfashionbrand.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/order-policy-jan23.pdf
https://createfashionbrand.com/faq/
https://createfashionbrand.com/gdpr/
https://createfashionbrand.com/privacy-notice/
https://createfashionbrand.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/PRODUCTION-ORDER-REQUIRED-DETAILS-.pdf


Rua de Quintas nº175
4740-691 Barqueiros, Portugal

Tlf +351 253 784 376
hello@createfashionbrand.com
www.createfashionbrand.com

 


